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Knife. io crazy games

Diablo holds a special place in role-playing (RPG) history. Mashup 1985 Gauntlet arcade game and random dungeons are roguelike with a dark fantasy device, Blizzard Entertainment's 1996 game defined the action RPG genre from the moment it jumped onto the screen. As good as Diablo was, however, Diablo II was even better,
expanding everything that was great about the original. What about Diablo III? Well, it was okay, but it was not Diablo. Maybe one day Blizzard Entertainment will announce that it is moving Diablo II to iOS, but until it happens, here are eight games that can alleviate longing. The previous 1996 release of Diablo, a great game magazine,
gave the RPG genre a premature rest in peace with a photo cover tribute. Certainly Diablo proved that there was still a big market for RPGs, but BioWare's Baldur's Gate shows that gamers are still interested in intricate stories with catchy characters and plot twists. If you were ever curious about what Diablo could have been when it was
created in the 1980s, look no further than Wayward Souls. Retro style harkens back to the days of Atari and Commodore 64 computers, with gameplay that manages to walk a fine line between tki and rogue-like features such as casual dungeons and permadeath. This is the perfect addition to Diablo. Diablo is a great game for so many
reasons: It was a dark game with a dark storyline, you had a lot of opportunities for building your character, there was a lot of looting, and the fights could become downright chaotic. If that last part got you excited, look at Bastion. Bastion originally appeared on Xbox 360 and Windows; iOS port thoroughly redesigned game control to better
work with touch screen and designers scored a home run in this department. Bastion is fun: It gives a lot of challenge and captures the fast-paced thrill of Diablo. Titan Quest is one of the best Diablo clones on PC, and now it is available on iOS. One thing Titan Quest gets especially right is the record-hunting nature of the game, especially
when it comes to finding runes. The rune system allows you to increase the objects you find in the game with custom features, so you can focus on life leeching, regeneration, basic resistance, and so on. Titan Quest is also a fun multiclassing system. The ability to combine two of the 30 available classes means that you can get a lot of
play from the game. A different take on isometric role-playing, Battleheart Legacy is the polar opposite of Bastion. When the fight bastion gets its heart pumping, the fight battleheart legacy seems to crawl along at times. If you can get beyond the pace of the fight, though you will find a beautiful game with a lot of depth and a great sense of
humor. In particular, Battleheart Legacy offers many opportunities and freedom that most other RPGs simply do not offer. Oceanhorn may be on the list of games similar to The Legend of Zelda Diablo, but to be honest, this is the best Legend of Zelda game that is not really called the Legend of Zelda. If you have not played the Zelda
game, think of them as one part action RPG, one part platform game, and one part puzzle settlement. It may not have deeper role-playing elements, but Oceanhorn has fun to play, beautifully crafted, and offers a huge piece of gameplay at a price. As an added bonus, it's even available for apple TV. The Bard's Tale is a solid game, but
never takes himself too seriously. It's not the best RPG iOS, but it's one of the most fun to play just because it's fun to be a Bard, a character who cares more about his luck than about the good interests of it. The iOS version of The Bard's Take was a dramatic change from the Bard's Tale series of the 1980s, which were in turn based on
the dungeon of reptiles. And it brings us a special reward for old school gamers: the original trilogy is included in the game, so if you want to go back to Skara Brae, you can do just that. Dungeon Hunter 5 makes the list just because dungeon hunter game must be diablo clone list: the actual game is the closest thing is Diablo on the iOS
device. Of all the games on this list, Dungeon Hunter 5 is the most similar to a Blizzard Entertainment masterpiece. While Dungeon Hunter 5 is a great game, it mixes all the worst aspects of freemium games. After a while, it seems that designers just offer carrot promise if you spend a little more, and then a little more in the in-app store. A
lot of freemium games are done right, and it's hard not to notice when greed takes over. Thank you for giving us a know! Tell us why! Now that Summer is over, app discounts have slowed quite a lot. Still, scouring for bargains is what we want to do at least once a week and today, we noticed a few pretty cool titles on sale in the App
Store.The first is quite new stealth. As the name suggests, this is a game designed to sate hunger for stealthy enthusiasts - a much-needed title, we would say, as stealth games on mobile are few and far between, not to mention that a small percentage of them are actually good. Stealth looks like a mixture of Thief, Metal Gear Solid and
Commando, and we mean classic titles - from the '90s. Located in a medieval-looking environment, you have to control your hooded character from a top-down perspective, using a virtual joystick and one action button that changes this function based on context. Top left is the MGS-esque radar, which shows the positions and field of
vision of nearby enemies – basically it helps you stay away from enemy sights while sneaking behind them to achieve a fatal blow. There is also a first-person view button that brings the camera down and allows you to look directly in front, which is useful for exploring deep distances - something that the default bird's eye view can't offer.
The game is Sneaky take-outs and puzzle solving, and while it can't provide depth in a full blown console or desktop stealth game, it may just help some stealth junkies out there to get a quick fix while you go. Download ($1.99, was $4.99) Second, we have Godfire: Rise of Prometheus. Now it's pure action hack'n'slash, beautiful visuals
that seem to be strongly inspired by the God of War. If reading that last bit made your trigger fingers twitch, you should be happy to know that its price has been trimmed. For God's sake, you control Prometheus on his mission to bring fire to mankind. The object is, of course, guarded by hordes of hordes of monsters that haven't had a
good meal for some time and have a craving for some Prometheus liver (hurr hurr, get it?). And so, the killing begins. The controls are made with a well-known virtual stick on the left and two action buttons on the right. When fighting, the stick makes Prometheus Dodge attacks God of War-esque dives, while the buttons translate to light
and heavy attacks, which can be a chain combo. While out of the fight, stick and buttons let Prometheus navigate through the world. Unfortunately, the game's difficulty curve is a bit broken and seems to do so intentionally, encouraging in-app purchases. Sure, it can be beaten with some good old-fashioned hardcore grinding, and by all
means - we love the unforgiving, challenging game - but it's a bit disappointing to see such tactics used to premium the title. Still, you can godfire at 66% off right now and if you love a bit of action-packed slash, pinch puzzles and platforming, you should watch it. Download ($0.99, was $2.99, on in-app purchases) SUBSCRIBE TO OUR
NEWSLETTER! Love is in the air, and the happiest of us celebrates Valentine's Day with someone special. And if you're eating somewhere nice for a holiday, you're probably going to spend more than a few minutes waiting to sit down. Why not go through time for Valentine's Day-themed content for your favorite mobile game? We have
nine festive games for him and him that you don't want to put down when it's time to order. The Bejeweled Blitz from the PopCap Bejeweled Blitz is a fast-paced spin-off of the original Bejeweled game-3 game. Games last exactly one minute, so players have to rush to score as many matches and points as possible before the timer
expires. With high ranking support and lots of useful items to save and buy, the Bejeweled Blitz is one of the most addictive puzzle games out there. A Valentine's Day update for the Bejeweled Blitz brings the following features: Heart Stone Rare Gem: This new Rare Gem replaces a section of red gems in hearts that explode heart-shaped
patterns and increase scoring potential with a multiplier effect. New starting tables: Each game now starts with a uniquely patterned board. You can experiment with the first move to see how the cascades fall and work out gaming tables. Free coins: After playing the Heart Stone gem, tap one of the nine hearts that appear. Love-struck
players can win up to 70,000 coins in the Bejeweled Blitz Cup. Bejeweled Blitz is perfect for fans of Candy Crush Saga, puzzle games in general and shiny, shiny things. Bingo PartyLand from DeNA One of the most popular mobile bingo games around, Bingo PartyLand allows players to compete with friends and enemies around the
world. Play up to 8 cards at a time, buy magic boosts to get bonuses and collect lots of cool points as you progress through your Bingo career. Valentine's Day Sweet Bonus event runs through February 15: Join the holiday-themed Bingo room at Lover's Island Pick up Valentine's Day treats to decorate your beach with double rewards for
every bingo winner! How long has it been since you played bingo? You don't get five in a row if you don't play. Flutter: Butterfly Sanctuary from DeNA butterfly lovers will find many likes in this butterfly garden simulator. Tend to your own personal rainforest, feeding butterflies through these various stages of life. Collect a wide variety of
butterfly and vegetation, interact with your family butterflies, or simply relax with realistic rainforest sounds. Aphrodite event runs through February 16: Collect a new Aphrodite set of butterflies! Complete Aphrodite set to receive a special rose decoration for your forest. Treasure chests from gifting friends offer more opportunities to collect
the event flower needed to attract special beleaguered butterflies. Flutter is a super cheerful game - but it doesn't get grindy in the end. The gateway to the Spicy Horse Games and DeNA craves something darker this Valentine's Day? Fallen warriors wake up in the underworld with only one diversion to occupy themselves: large-scale
deathmatches. Collect and build an arsenal of warriors as you progress through a single player campaign. Engage in real-time strategy battles against the CPU or take the fight online with other players. Love Tale of Mariana Events runs until February 20: Top event players can win a limited Valentine's Day card. Earn limited Marianas
maps through PVE quests, PVP arena battles and captus! Use this code before Valentine's Day with a free bottle of Hope and Advanced Captus themes: C-5S27-7D5G-AFCF Gate presents an engaging blend of real-time strategy and card collection, but it's also very complex. GI JOE: Battlefield From the DeNA guys can celebrate
Valentine's Day in this game based on the classic G.I. JOE property and toy line. Collect, train and collect your team of heroic Joes or deadly Cobra workers. Take part in card battles against your computer and other players. The map art is illustrated by the actual G.I. JOE comic and action character artists when the Worlds Collide event
runs through February 19: Participate in an alternate world where anything can happen to Will Steeler and baroness find love together or pulled onto their war If you loved reading G.I. Joe's character in bios as a kid, you'd love doing the same maps to collect Battleground. Hellfire: Calling from DeNA Maybe a more spooky card collection
experience is needed to fight frilly hearts on Valentine's Day. Hellfire allows players to collect beautifully illustrated fantasy-themed cards and fight against AI or other players. Actual battles feature a unique interactive element: players roll boulders in targets in a way similar to skeeball. The Valentine's Event runs through the 17th century.
Catch all the Love Nymphs in the woods to help Valentinus marry the girl of his dreams! Card games, skeeball and monsters go surprisingly well together. Kingdom Age from GREE to the only city building game our holiday roundup comes from GREE. Players start a small settlement and build this great kingdom. To make things more
interesting, you can also go to RPG-style quests where you explore dungeons and fight monsters. With three different classes of play, hundreds of quests and PVP combat, the Kingdom Age offers much more depth than the average urban builder. The Star Crossed Lovers event runs through February 17: The quest was inspired by a
real-life couple who met the game and eventually converted to live together. Fill this three-quest chain to earn the coveted special edition fee: Kay and Sheera, Dark Strider Heroes (custom avatars of the aforementioned couple) who offer a big +3% Alliance Attack. We can't all expect romance in the Kingdom Age, but the game's social
elements are welcome. Monster match from dena collection and raise team monsters is fun enough on your own. But throw a colorful puzzle game in the mix and watch out. Monster Match allows players to explore dungeons and complete missions to find new monsters. Actual battles involve gem matching puzzle game, not unlike Puzzle
and Dragons or Puzzle Quest. With the Parrot Trap event that has just been wrapped, the Valentine event will now run until February 19: voodoo toucan judges on a beautiful swan comes in vain and makes him an ugly duckling. Complete the event to teach the swan the meaning of true love and return him to his right form! Monster Match
is cute and inviting, but sometimes you have to wait until your endurance loads keep playing. Word Science from WildTangent Studios to clean your Valentine's Day game from the palate, the only word the game makes. Word Science puts players in charge of laboratory letters. These stars zoom in on a four-lane conveyor belt, and you
have to arrange them to form words before time runs out. Use power-ups or form more words to increase scores to prove the hypothesis that you're the best word game player around. Valentine's Day celebration: Build words that include the science of love and on Valentine's Day. Add one part english and one part science and result is a
smart word game. We can earn a commission on purchases using our links. Additional information. More.
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